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mination. The conventional Smoluchowski approaches11 are 
mute in this respect; it has been simply assumed that the 
intensity of illumination should be quite weak. Hence the 
validity of the present theory may be tested by a fluores
cence quenching experiment under intense illumination.
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Global and local momory functions, defined by Quack 죠nd Troef were calculated for the rotationally inelastic collision 
of O+SO0 ;)->[O-S-O]^-O+SO(i>, f). It is seen to decrease steadily as total energy increases. Distribution of 
scattering cross section over product rotational states also shows the decreasing memory of initial state as tot끼 
energy is increased. These results are interpreted in terms of energy scrambling 죠t high energy due to the availability 
of more phase space and also the influence of strong dynamical constraints.

Introduction

It is possible to calculate detailed state-to-state scattering 
cross sections for the reactions involving strongly coupled 
intermediate collision complexes using several well-formula
ted statistical theoreisu and the product state distributions 
for these kinds of collisions can be predicted reasonably well 
for some cases. Such complexes can be formed only over 
a deep potential well. Many neutral atom-diatom collisions 
are direct in nature. However a bimolecular reaction between 
two radical fragments of a stable triatomic molecule is known 
to proceed through intermediate collision complex3,4, which 
is none other than highly vibrationally excited (over the dis

sociation limit) triatomic m이ecule. Therefore it would be 
very useful for the understanding of the reaction dynamics 
of a system involving the strong coupled collision complex 
if one could interpret the product state distribution in terms 
of the degree to which the initial states retain the momory 
of initial quantum states. This memory is closely related to 
the problem of redistribution of internal energy initially ac
quired in specific degrees of freedom5. The product state 
distribution, which is usually what is observed experimental
ly, can be related to the degree of ergodic state mixing that 
happens extensively in the strong coupling region of the 
complex.6.

Even though the actual dynamics of the complex collision 
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and subsequent fragmentation of the complex can most accu
rately be described theoretically using the most up-to-date 
quantum scattering calculations7, the results of the numerical 
calculations are not satisfactory in most cases considering 
the enormous labor involved in the computation. This is part
ly due to the unavailability of reliable ab initio potential ener
gy surfaces for these complex forming reactions and partly 
due to the severe approximations that are usually employed 
to facilitate the computation in a reasonable amount of time. 
Therefore one usually resorts to semiclassical trajectory cal
culations8, which are also time-consuming in many cases but 
nonetheless feasible.

On the other hand, statistical approximations can be app
lied to yield directly the S matrix elements without actually 
carrying out the dynamical calculations9. Even though all pa
rts of the actual potential energy surfaces are not used, some 
prominent features of the surfaces are used in the computa
tion, especially the potential energy profile along the reaction 
coordinate, the presence or absence of the exit channel pote
ntial barrier, or the degree of looseness of the diatomic rotor 
segment in the complex as the complex evolves toward the 
product side, namely the fragments of the complex.

Therefore we embarked on the calculation of scattering 
cross sections using one of the best statistical models avail
able1,2. We used statistical adiabatic channel model (SACM) 
of Quack and Troe2 to calculate the scattering cross sections 
for O+SO——>[O-S-O]——»OS+O. This mod이 incorpo
rates previously mentioned potential features in an 쵸ppro・ 
priate and convenient manner so that the effects of these 
prominent potential characteristics can easily be investigated. 
Moreover, Quack and Troe presented also the concept of 
"memory in scattering', which can be calculated easily, 
though tediously, once the cross sections and the number 
of total and allowed channels are known10. This memory 
function is very useful in determining how the initial infor
mation (initial quantum states, rotational and vibrational) is 
either carried into the product side or dissipated during the 
strongly interacting region, which is the collision complex.

We chose O--S—0 system because very reliable analytical 
potential surface is known for the ground state reactions 
so that future quasiclassical trajectory calculations may be 
able to provide for the information concerning the product 
state distribution. The experimental data for the product 
state distribution or the relative recoil energy distributions 
are very scarce at the present time due to the radical nature 
of the reactants and the products. Some experimental data11 
exist for the photodissociation product state distributions but 
these involve some complicating factors to prohibit direct 
comparison with the results for the bimolecular scattering.

Theory and Computational Details

The scattering matrix elements have to be found either 
by dynamical calculations or by appropriate approximations 
inherent in statistical models. In the statistical adiabatic ch- 
anm이 model (SACM) the statistical S matrix from(히, j) to 
(i广，jf) is given by

我总,A i' for closed channels 
丨協项/(E,刀丨={ ' 1 '

一一— for open channels (1) 

where vt j and I are vibrational, rotational and orbital angular 
momentum quantum numbers, respectively, ' unprimed' re
ferring to the reactants and 'primed' to the products. W(E, 
J) is the number of allowed channels calculated by the use 
of special methods proposed by Troe and coworkers. First, 
channel potential curves are constructed by summing appro
priate radial (along the reaction coordin가e) potential curve 
and channel eigenvalues.

1싱G = V0)+瓦仞 (2)

where V(q) is the electronic potential, Ea(q) is the channel 
eigenvalue and q is the reaction coordinate. Ea(q) is calcula
ted using the correlation-interpolation method as

EM)=E”。海f)+E#[i一厂旳-」花)]+ 瓦0) (3)

Here En is the eigenvalue of the collision complex at the 
minimum potential energy, Ep is that of product diatomic 
molecule and 瓦0) is the centrifugal energy. En and Ep are 
given by

= (vn + + (vbn + 느')% + L4(Z)—BQJlK2 (4)

耳=(財_§)玲+&项/+1) (5)

where 히” and vbn are the vibrational quantum numbers for 
the antisymmetric stretching and the bending modes of SO2, 
respectively, & and s are the corresponding vibrational 
quanta, A(qe) and B(q) are the two large rotational constants 
of the complex at equilibrium geometry, vp is the vibrational 
quantum number for the product diatom, 타 begin its quan
tum, and Ap is the rotational constant of the product rotor.

The centrifugal energy is given by

氏(q)=瓦 0)・RF+1) (6)

where B$(q) is the q dependent rotational constant of the 
complex and can be made equal to the average of the two 
small rotational constants, and C(q), as the product atom 
recedes from the diatomic part, maintaining the 119.5° equi
librium angle of the bent triatomic m이ecule, SO2. P is 
pseudo-quantum number for the centrifugal motion defined 
by

F习・厂旳-臨+心一厂a(E] (7)

where J is the total angular momentum quantum number.
Omitting the vibrational degree of freedom that eventually 

becomes the reaction coordinate, the complex has two vibra
tional degrees of freedom and two rotational degrees of free
dom. Since our intermediate collision complex is a near sym
metric top, these rotational degrees of freedom are J, the 
total angular momentum quantum number, and K, the quan
tum number for the figure axis projection of J vector. On 
the product sice, v and j are the vibrational and the rotation
al quantum numbers of the diatomic molecule (The atom, 
of course, has no internal energy, except electronic energy. 
The O atom in our system is in the ground state, 3P). The 
last term in the expression for the channel potential is due 
to the centrifugal motion. In order to calculate the channel 
energy during the dissociation or association processes (na
mely at q values other than qe and infinity, q being the reac
tion coordinate) Quack and Troe interpolated En, Ep, and 
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瓦(g) using a single parameter a. This parameter is called 
the looseness parameter and is a measure of the degree 
of loosening of the bending vibration as the reaction pro
ceeds from the complex to the fragments. a=oo corresponds 
to the phase space limit1 and a=0 corresponds to the RRKM 
limit12-14. In order to make the interpolation, the quantum 
numbers are classified into two categories. The oscillators 
whose quantum numbers and the characters are preserved 
during the after the scattering are called "conserving*, while 
those that disappear and becomes different types of oscilla
tors or even rotors are called k disappearing* oscillators1516. 
The quantum numbers for the conserved oscillators remain 
at the same value and the quantum numbers for the disap
pearing oscillators change according to the correlation, which 
is done by matching the set of states of the complex,血皈, 

K)t with the set of states of the products, (I, j)t one by one 
form the bottom of the energy scale after the sets sorted 
on both sides. Only those states that do not violate total 
energy and total angular momentum conservation criteria 
are used in the sorting and matching. Depending on the 
total energy used, the number of state sets that are sorted 
and matched ranges from several thousands to a few tens 
of thousands.

Once the correlation-interpolation is done the next step 
is to draw the channel potential curves and determine 
whether each channel is allowed or forbidden. If the maxi
mum energy of a channel potential exceeds the initial energy 
given, then the channel is assumed to be forbidden, while 
if the maximum is lower than E, then the channel is thought 
to be allowed. Once the S matrices are obtained (by counting

J) and using Eq. 1), the scattering cross sections can 
be calculated using the well-known expressions1718 for the 
atom-diatom in이astic or reaction cross sections, which is gi
ven as:

n
曲,f，j'）=（2j+；）瞄 硏 D

中
(8)2 y丨&日，&沌"一醵况宓力|2

/= \ j-j I /■= n~-r I

Here kv, ； is the channel wave number given by

kv,^2mEt/h2

where m is the reduced mass for atom and diatomic fragme
nts and Et is the relative translational energy.

For in이a마ic scattering ({〃, /}) the cross section can
be simplified as9

b血，jf', 了)=

n_ # •風㈤/ 扩3')
(2;+1) kv^ 爲 (9)

阳CE, J)

where W(E, J, v,j) is the number of open channels with some 
specified E, J, v, j.

For elastic scattering ({〃，jf, j}) the cross section can 
be simplified as9

n
泡f沪⑵+;) M i爲睥⑵+1)

W(£, J, V, ;•)•[!+ 甲％度 3 Z__] (10)

(ID

Depending on which initial states are kept, the cross sec
tions can be either * detailed* or 'averaged*. Since we are 
interested in the rotational memory, the vibrational state of 
the reactant diatomic m이cule is fixed in 〃 = 0, while the 
cross sections for different /s of the reactant rotor are calcu
lated for all the possible final rotor /s.

Memory function is defined, by Quack and Troe, as10
§ y .匕(i+ m I & |2 

卩一 土 £ N {1+ In N )

where & is the S matrix for the channel where the scatter
ing is from initial state i to final state f and N is the order 
of the S matrix. In the statistical model, it is assumed that 
all the channels that contribute to the S matrix are strongly 
coupled. Since the statistical S matrix is block-diagonal with 
one submatrix corresponding to a specific total angular mo
mentum quantum number J and its z-component M that are 
allowed, the memory function can be defined for each sub
matrix. If the usual statistical assumption of setting the ma
trix element to be 1/m for a mXm submatrix, the memory 
function for each submatrix can be written as

-w , In m 
广1=斥〒 (12)

Of course |i becomes “(E, J), m becomes J) and N beco
mes N(E, J) in our case where the total energy and the 
total angular momentum are conserved. Taking into the dif
ferent contribution by different J through appropriate weight
ing by the cross sections, one obtains the following function 
for the global measure of memory in statistical scattering10.

卩(E)=歹(〃+D p(E J向G (13)

where

nG;= (vm+D(j„+y) £ (2/+1)V

£ 罗 罗 8 
v, = 0 ;'=0 1= \ I /'= Vp-j' I

丨&価3&L明"也,J)|2

and 

(14)

(15)& 드 爲 ⑵누服

vm and jm being the maximum values of v and j atwith
E.

When one is interested in the memory of a specific inter
nal state, it is possible to define a local memory function 
as follows:

where

呻=爲51）心"）" (16)

n

也

%= (2; + l)V

% £
r=o r=o 〔= rj-j I ”= I

I 用花"—SW'/‘旧 J) I2 (17)
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Total and Allowed Channels

丄N(EJ)at46500cm' JL W(E4)al46500cm*
A N(E3) at 47500cm' x W(EJ) at 47500cm1

Figure 1. N(E, J) and W(E, J) vs. J at E=46,500 cm-1 47,500 
cmf

Scattering Cross Section 
E«46500cnf1 ,v=0 -> v*«0

_i_j=0 亠j=5 _3_j = 15

Figure 2. Rotationally in이astic cross sections. The cross 
sections are vibrationally ela아ic(7丿 = 0-"丿' = 0). Three initial 
j's (，=0, 5, 15) were used. £—46500 cm'1.

and

鬲(E)= » (2/+1)诳 (18)
/=0

The most important factor influencing the magnitude of 
memory is the ratio of J) over N〈E, J). The number 
of allowed channels, W(E, J), is determined by the presence 
of local maxima which, in turn, are formed by the dynamical 
constrainsts due to either the electronic potential barrier, 
the centrifugal barrier or other dynamical features such as 
the looseness parameter a or Morse parameter P in the 
adiabatic channel potential. Typical values of W(E, J) and 
N(E, J) are plotted against J for two different energies in 
Figure 1. As can be seen from the figure, J) rises to 
a maximum at some J and falls down to zero at high J, indi
cating abrupt decrease of the number of allowed channels 
at high J. N(E, J) also rises to a maximum and falls down 
at high J but not as fast as W(E, J). Therefore it can be 
stated with certainty that memory of initial state will rise 
at high J and eventually the submatrix corresponding to a 
high J value will become unit matrix. Howevrr the cross 
sections for high J values drop quite fast to zero and the 
global and local memories that are appropriately weighted 
will be negligible after some high J value. Physically this 
means that as more and more channels are forbidden, they 
retain the memory of initial state but cross section is too 
small for this high degree of memory to contribute much 
to the global or local memory.

The detailed description and the source listing of the pro
gram are given elsewhere19. The program sacms. f was com
piled and run, in a UNIX environment, on a MIPS-2030 
workstation. The calculation normally takes about 20 min
utes per energy. Data were collected for 8 different energies. 
The output includes, 히E, J), 卩(瓦 J), N(E, J), 甲(E, J), 也, ； (E, 
J), 7) for five sets of(가, j), 卩(E), 时一皿‘㈤,

where a's are the cross sections, ji's are the memory func
tions, N(E, J) is the total number of channels for a specific 
set of E and / W(E, J) is the number of allowed channels 
within the context of the SACM.

The spectroscopic data were taken mostly from Herzberg20. 
The potential energy profile was the reaction coordinate por
tion (the elongation of O atom from SO part of SO2) of the 
analytical potential obtained by Murrell and coworkers21.

丄 j=Q _2_j=5 q_j = 15

Figure 3. Same as Figure 2 except that E=48,500 cm-1.

When Morse potential (where D parameter was taken from 
spectroscopic data and 8 parameter was estimated using Ba
dger-Pauling-Johnston rule)22 was used instead, the general 
behavior of the collisional event did not change much from 
the case when the Murrell potential was used. Only minor 
changes in the absolute values of the cross sections were 
detected by this switch of potential. This indicates quite sat
isfactory nature of the potential we chose because various 
cross sections and memory functions are expected to be a 
strong function of the 가otential characteristics.

We calculated cross sections for the rotational distributions 
for three differential initial /s at several initial total energies 
to see how the initial states are remembered by the produ
cts. We then calculated the global and local memory func
tions as a function of total energy.

Results

Our results are reported in two ways:
1. Product state distribution shown in Figures 2-6.
2. Global memory and local memory shown in Figures 

7-9.
Product State Distributions. Starting from several 

different rotor j values (all at the same initial v = 0)t one 
can obtain the distribution of rotationally in이astic cross sec-
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Scattering Cross Section
EsSOOOOcnT'.vsQ-> v*-0

_l_j=O _2_j=5 =

Figure 4. Same as Figure 2 except 하lat £=50,000 cm-1.

Broadening of Rotational Distribution

_J_E«46500 5己丄 ET8S8 cm'^E-SOOOO cm'

Figure 5. Broadening of the product state distribution. Ini
tially j is fixed at 5. One c^n see that the widths get larger 
as the energy increases from 46,500 cm-1 to 50,000 cm-1.

Broadening of Rotational Distribution

丄 EX6500 cm1 E-4S500 満 J_E=50000 cm-'

Hgure 6. Same as Figure 5 except that the initial j is fixed 
at 15.

tions over the product rotor j values, Figure 2-4 show the 
results of our calculations. It is clearly seen that the distribu
tions become similar as the total energy increases. In other 
words, the product state distributions get less and less de
pendent on the initial quantum state as the total energy 
(relative translational + internal) increases. At higher energy

Cross Section at Different J

_1_ 47500cm1 SOOOOcuT1

Figure 7. &E, /) as a function of J for E=47,500 cm-1 and 
50,000 cm-1. As one goes from far right to left, 'kinks' ap
pear signaling the influence of new vibrational channels.

“(E,J)
i.i

i

0.9

0.8

a?

0.6

as

Figure 8.卩旧 J) as a function of J for several total energies. 
It approaches unity at the highest possible J value. Here 
also ’kinks" are seen for the same reason as in Figure 7.

48500cm* 49000cti尸亠 SOODOcnr*

the diatomic rotor loses a large part of its memory after 
the collision than at lower energy. This is due to the strongly 
attractive part of the potential where many internal degrees 
of freedom are available within the potential well and the 
initial energy in a specific quantum state is dissipated statis
tically into various degrees of freedom of the complex.

The loss of initial memory can also be seen by observing 
the broadening of the product rotational distribution. Since 
the states are strongly mixed over the attractive well, the 
sharp initial rotor state shows its presence by a small hump 
on the product distribution function as is seen in Figures 
2-6. Even though the product rotors are distributed widely 
over the product rotor phase space, the distribution is broa
dened significantly as the total energy increases (Figure 5, 
6). One rather peculiar thing to note is the fact the ;=0 
initial rotor state has no memory at all. As it goes through 
the attractive well, it forgets all its initial state (in other 
words, the rotor which had no rotation initially acquires rota
tion after it passes over the potential well).

Global and Local Memory. In order to calculate the 
global memory and the local memory, it is necessary to first 
obtain the memory and the cross section for a specific total
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Global and Local Memory

_2_ Local from (0,15) Local from (1,5)

Figure 9. 卩(E) and 眄 (E) are plotted as a function of tot긴 
energy. The local memory values should be read using the 
right axis.

angular momentum, denoted by 卩(瓦 J) and a(E, J), respecti
vely. Figure 7 아lows a(£, J) for 47,500 cm-1 and 50,000 
cm-1. The figure shows the characteristic structure due to 
different product channels corresponding to different vibra
tional states of the product diatomic molecule. The presence 
of different vibrational channels are felt clearly by the struc
ture of o(E, J).

Figure 8 shows 卩(E, J) for several different values of initial 
energy. Already the energy dependence is such that the me
mory drops as the energy increases, for most /s. Here also 
some kinks are 옹een and these are definitely due to the 
presence of different vibrational channels.

Figure 9 is the plot of memory (global and local) against 
the energy. As is expected, the global memory,卩(E), and 
the local memory,曲(£), are monotonacally decreasing func
tions of energy. Especially, the local memory at high initial 
j is higher than and declines more strongly than that at 
low initial j. Namely the rotor with high initial rotational 
quantum number forgets its state faster as the energy in
creases than the rotor at low initial j. However as the energy 
increases to a high level, the decline becomes less dramatic 
for both initial fs.

In summary we obtained the following results.
1. The product state distributions for the scattering with dif

ferent initial rotational states become closer and closer 
as the total energy increases.

2. The rotational distributions are broadened as the total 
energy increases. The effect of broadening is especially 
severe for the collisions of high initial j.

3. The global and local memory functions are also decreasing 
function of total energy. The trend for the local memory 
is exactly as is seen in the broadening.

Discussions

Our results clearly show the power of memory function 
in the interpretation of the product state distribution for the 
strong coupling collision. Even though we did not investigate 
the dependence of memory function on some characteristic 
features of the potential along the reaction coordinate or 
perpendicular to the reaction coordinate, we believe that by

studying memory is is possible to reveal many interesting 
points concerning the nature of the collision complex. It is 
quite interesting to find that the memory of a statistical scat
tering over a very deep potential well amounts to over 0.8 
(1.0 is complete memory, 0.0 is the total loss of memory). 
The decrease in memory for increased energy is steady but 
not quite as significant as expected. Our results also show 
that the memory of a high rotation is greater than that of 
a low rotation and that intial j=0 collision does not carry 
its memory over into the product side, thereby completely 
forgetting its initial state.

These findings clearly show the importance of the detailed 
dynamical features of the potential surface even for a reac
tion occurring via a strongly coupled intermediate collision 
complex. Therefore is should be emphasized that 'statistical' 
does not always mean 'completely chaotic' or * ergodic*. The 
loss of memory should be more extensive for the case of 
phase space theory because more channels are allowed here 
than in the SACM because the centrifugal barrier is the 
only obstacle for the passage of the reacting or energy ex
changing complex over to the product side. In other words 
the dynamical constraint is more severe for the SACM. We 
investigated many individual channels for the factors that 
affect the formmation of the channel maxima. We found that 
the channel eigenvalues can, in many cases, form channel 
maxima even w辻hout the participation of the centrifugal en
ergy.

A plausible extension of the statistical work would be 
using appropriately parameterized scattering matrix elements 
instead of identical values of 1/甲(E, J) for allowed chann이s". 
Also the cumbersome and somewhat arbitrary single para
meter correlation-interpolation method employed in the 
SACM could be replaced by more realistic method yet to 
be devised. However these possible improvements would re
quire much more computation time, which is already signifi
cant, through not unbearable.

Of course the arguments presented in this work 아lould 
be tested against reliable experimental results. In the abse
nce of such results it would be very useful to perform quasi- 
classical trajectory calculations to obtain theoretical product 
state distributions and to compare them with statistical cal
culations. The quasiclassical trajectory calculations are cur
rently under way in our laboratory. The preliminry results 
strongly support our statistical results.
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The photoinduced electron transfer reactions of N^.N^N'-tetramethyl-ji-phenylenediamine (TMPD) in various polar 
solvents were studied by measuring time-resolved fluorescence. The temperature dependnce on the fluorescence 
decay rate in acetonitrile, methanol, ethanol and buthanol was carried out to obtain the activation energy and Arrehnius 
factor for the photoinduced electron transfer reaction. It was found that as the dielectric constant of the solvent 
increases, the activation energy and the reaction rate increase. This implys that the Arrehnius factor is important 
in controlling the photoinduced electron transfer reaction rate. In water, TMPD exists in three forms (cationic, pro
tonated and neutral forms) due to the high dielectric constant and strong proton donating power of water. The 
photoinduced electron transfer reaction was found to be very fast (<50 ps) and also the long liverd component 
in the fluorescence decay profile attributable to the photoexcited protonated form of TMPD was observed. Probably, 
the reaction pathway and the reaction coordinate seem to be different depending on the solvents studied here.

Introduction

Elucidation of dynamics and mechanism of photoinduced 
charge or electron transfer leading to the formation of ion 

pair is one of the most fundamental problems in photcx:hemi- 
cal processes in polar solvents1. In polar solvents, an interac
tion between N^^N^N^-tetramethyl-^-phenylenediamine (TMPD) 
and solvent molecules is known to play an important role


